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Abstract
The Core Plan Representation (Pease 1997) is a schema for
the representation of plan information that is independent of
any particular method of plan construction. It has been
developed as an ontology and implemented as an object
oriented design. Now in its second phase, the generic plan
design has been specialized for several areas of military
planning - the Warplan. This specialization and
implementation is now undergoing examination as a
possible foundation for several new DARPA projects.

Background

The Core Plan Representation (CPR) (Pease & Carrico
1997) is an effort to develop a plan ontology that supports
the representation needs of many different planning
systems. It has been developed in part for the Joint Task
Force Advanced Technology Demonstration (JTF-ATD)
(Hayes-Roth, 1995). The goal of this effort is to leverage
common functionality and facilitate the reuse and sharing
of information between a variety of planning and control
systems. The CPR is a standard that is general enough to
cover a spectrum of domains from planning and process
management to workflow and activity models. In addition,
the proposed representation will be powerful enough to
support complex, hierarchical plan structures.

The design of the CPR is an attempt to unify the major
concepts and advancements in plan and process
representation into one comprehensive model. The
problem of planning, and plan representation has been an
ongoing area of active research. This paper presents the
current state of the Core Plan Representation and shares
some of the experiences of trying to draw many successful
domain efforts into a single, unified, method independent
design.

There are two significant payoffs to the CPR effort. The
first is that creation of a base plan representation will
facilitate information interchange among different planning
systems. Imagine a typical military planning situation. A
crisis develops and a joint task force is formed. The
leadership and staff use a planning application to develop
guidance for their subordinate commands. This guidance
includes background on the situation, objectives that must
be met to contain the crisis, constraints on the actions of
the task force and high level specification of the schedule
of operation. This information is passed to individual

commands that have specific requirements and methods of
planning. A standard plan framework enables improved
information transfer to these specialized planning
applications. Continuing to follow this generic and
hypothetical example, the commander of the air component
of the task force and his staff will use their superiors’
objectives to develop more detailed objectives, lists of
targets which support those objectives, and then repeatedly
create a schedule of aircraft sorties to destroy those targets.
Pilots flying those sorties could benefit from performing
simulated runs. A core plan representation enables
information from the plan to be transferred to simulation
entities possibly allowing a single pilot to fly along side
computer generated forces simulating the other pilots in his
flight. While information transfers of this sort will rarely
be complete, and will often require further augmentation
and elaboration for the new application, the CPR will
reduce the amount of manual rekeying and reformulation
of existing data. The Warplan is an effort to specialize the
CPR and make this hypothetical example a reality

The second payoff is in the creation of common services
based on the CPR. There are two broad areas of services
with immediate utility. The first area is visualization.
Manufacturing, business planning and construction
management all share several basic forms of visualizing
plan information. The CPR enables creation of these
common views that will dramatically reduce
implementation time for specific systems. Well-designed
common viewers can then be specialized for particular
planning applications instead of written from scratch. The
second area is scheduling. Many important advances have
occurred in the operations research and artificial
intelligence communities that allow software systems to
provide significant aid in complex scheduling problems. A
complete scheduling system can rarely be build on generic
techniques alone, but the CPR enables the creation of
generic scheduling tools which eliminate the need to build
these tools from scratch each time a new scheduling
domain is targeted. An implementation of the CPR is now
underway. It incorporates a simple constraint resolver,
views of the tree structure of a composite plan and a Gantt
chart for viewing of temporal and precedence relationships
between actions.
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CPR Concepts

A Plan consists of one or more Actions performed in
pursuit of some Objective. Actors may use Resources in
performing an Action. Actor and Resource are not directly
elements of the Plan, but rather of the Action itself.

TimeSpec represents some association of the Action with
time. Though a number of TimeSpecs may provide
information about an Action, every Action has at least a
beginning and end, though either may be infinite or
periodic. In considering the temporal reference of the

Action, it is only natural to then consider the relevance of
the spatial references. A SpatialSpec is added meet this
need. As with TimeSpec, SpatialSpec may represent an
exact location, or a vague area. It may ground the objects
both in absolute and relative terms. SpatialSpecs are also
associated with Actions. Every Action takes place in some
space whether the space is real or virtual.

Constraints need to be added also. Constraints are
restrictions on other elements of the plan. For example, we
might need to specify that one Action must take place in a
certain proximity to another Action, or that the end
TimeSpec of one Action occurs before the begin TimeSpec
of another. Constraints have no single place in the CPR
where they would be most appropriate. As such, it is left as
an object that can be contained in any object of the plan.

Due to aggregate nature of Plans, it is appropriate to
allow a Plan to be associated with another Plan, where one
would be the parent plan and the other a sub-plan. A
similar argument may be made for both Objectives and
Actions, representing sub-objectives and sub-actions
respectively.

During execution of the Plan, Objectives are reviewed in
order to gauge the effectiveness of the Plan and identify
when the Plan is complete. This review is performed
against a set of evaluation criteria relevant to the Objective.
The entity EvaluationCriterion is added to Objective meet
this need.

CPR Attributes
The next step is to add attributes to the classes.

Attributes that are plural may be understood as containing
a list of objects.

First, Plan needs to be completed. We add the attributes
subPlans, actions, and objectives. Action may now be
elaborated. We have already identified subActions, actors,
resources, and begin and end TimeSpecs. DomainObjects
are defined to represent entities referred to in an Action
which are not the Actor or a Resource. For example, the
recipient of a mail message would be recorded as an
instance of DomainObject. We also define effects to state
how an Action is expected to change the world

It is clear that most plan objects require a name. In
addition, it is valuable to be able to add Annotations to any
element of the plan. Constraints may also apply to any
plan object. For this reason, the common superclass of
PlanObject is created containing the attributes of
annotations, constraints, and viewer. This class is defined
as the common superclass for all the objects in Figure 1.

Actors may have objectives of their own and so a
reference to the plan objectives is added and called
objectives. Since the Actor may not be a single person, but
represent an aggregate of some kind, the attribute
subActors was added.

Objective contains subObjectives, and
evaluationCriteria. Objective also references the list of
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Actions in the Plan which are meant to satisfy it. This
information is held in the attribute actions.

In order to complete Constraint, additional fields are
added to hold the terms of the constraint expression, and
any associated subConstraints. These are represented as
attributes of type Term and Constraint.

Annotations consist of a name and the body of the
annotation. In addition, the annotations could be
constructed hierarchically to form linked documentation,
and thus a list of subAnnotations is required.

CPR Functions
A few generic functions are included in CPR to ensure that
specializations can function effectively with tools that only
assume the presence of the core. One group of functions
are those which simply return a set of objects.
returnAction, returnObj ective and
returnconstraints provide a common way to return
objects in the plan without regards to the slructure of the
objects which may contain them. They also provide for a
mechanism by which "virtual" objects may be returned.
For example, it is quite common in plans for a series of
Actions to be executed sequentially. CPR would require
Constraints between the TimeSpecs of each Action
enforcing sequentiality. However, Action could be
specialized into a SequentialAction which simply knew to
generate the implied sequentiality Constraints in response
to a returnConstraints message.

resolveConstraints provides an interface to
constraint resolution functions, webPublish suggests a
method which streams the entire plan into an HTML file
for viewing, search ensures that all specializations
provide at least one way of searching for objects in the plan
structure, displayMe provides a way to activate a
window which is a view on the information contained in
the object sent this command, translateToCore ensures
that all specializations provide a mechanism to convert
themselves to use only those objects specified in the CPR.
For example, specialized Actions with implied Constraints
would have to return a structure that made those
Constraints explicit.

Related Research
This work has been influenced by many other efforts, a
review of which is outside the scope of this document. A
reader who is interested in the broad history of planning
and plan representation is referred to (Tate et al 1990),
(Allen et al 1990), and (Zweben & Fox 1994).

Several efforts have significantly influenced the CPR.
The planning representation of KRSL (Lehrer 1993) bears
many similarities to CPR. In fact, some of the same people
working on KRSL-Plans have contributed significantly to
the CPR design. The presentations of the two efforts are
slightly different however. While KRSL-Plans presents an
ontology in informal sentences, CPR presents an object
oriented software design developed from an ontology. It

should be noted that KRSL-Plans, like CPR, is also an
ongoing effort, although it began much earlier. KRSL also
attempts a more exhaustive cataloguing of domain specific
terms than CPR without further definition. <I-N-OVA>
(Tate 1996) is another ongoing effort that bears some
similarity to CPR due to the significant contribution of
Austin Tate to the CPR effort. Another important related
effort is the Process Interchange Format (Lee 1996).

Many projects are now converging. The NIST Process
Specification Language (Schlenoff, et al 1997) is an effort
in plan representation for manufacturing. The CPR has
been one of the inputs to this representation. The DARPA
Shared Planning and Action Representation (SPAR 1997),
(Tate 1998) has been an additional effort by the DARPA
research community in this area. CPR is the object
oriented representation and reference implementation for
SPAR. Under the DARPA High Performance Knowledge
Bases project, CPR will be part of the Teknowledge-
Cycorp knowledge base derived from Cyc (Lenat 1995).

Warplan Specialization

The Warplan adds three specializations to this core:
Intelligence Planning, Operations and Logistics.

Operations

This design specializes the CPR for military operations
planning. The first step was to harmonize the design with a
grammar for Air Campaign Planning Objectives (Valente
1996). Sixteen objects specific to ACP were added to CPR.
This harmonization was quite interesting for several
reasons. First, the ACP grammar was written in LOOM
(MacGregor, 1994) and the CPR uses UML (Rational,
1997). Harmonizing such different paradigms of
knowledge coding required considerable explanation by
each author.

Our process began with familiarizing ourselves with
each other’s system. This surprisingly proved to be one of
the hardest tasks. While each has been clearly and
extensively documented, the meaning of concepts and
relations proved elusive. While many formalizations are
capable of expressing meaning adequately, questions of
context and use and the assumptions that underly those
questions can overshadow the care taken in description and
explanation. For this reason, some researchers have argued
that harmonizing ontologies is an excellent way to debug
them in that assumptions are often brought out into the
open in such a process.

The words used to embody concepts are necessarily
ambiguous. The expressiveness of English carries with it a
lack of precision. It is seductive to assume that we know
what a system designer meant by a concept just because of
its name.

Some researchers have suggested that modern
knowledge representations are fully capable of capturing
the meaning or conceptualization behind a labeled concept.
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While we doubt that claim itself, a stronger form of
expression is needed. Even if it were possible to encode
meaning in a computable format, it is possible to do so
only with incredible effort. It is the relation of a concept to
many other concepts and the use of the concept in
reasoning that gives it its meaning. Humans communicate
in part because a vast web of relations are present in which
concepts are embedded. Only through creating such a web
will shared meaning be possible.

For example, a fundamental concept in the ACP
grammar is the concept "objective". Objectives are a
principal way in which commanders communicate with
subordinates. They specify what the subordinate is to do
and what restrictions might be placed on how he or she
must carry it out such as timing, location and resources.

The CPR also has a concept "objective". It is defined as
"what is to be achieved" and is disjoint from the concept of
"action" which specifies ’~how to achieve it". Actions have
restrictions on time, location and resources.

An initial look at the two representations showed them to
be fundamentally incompatible. It was only after
considerable discussion that it became apparent that if the
terms "action" and "objective" were removed and replaced
with empty symbols, then the relations surrounding the
symbols mapped perfectly. The meaning was contained in
the relations. Once the obstacle of English concept names
was removed it was clear that the CPR Action was the
same as the ACP Objective.

Given that we had now come to terms with the concepts
and their names, there remained the task of conforming to
the aesthetics of two different formalisms. A few broad
generalizations can be made about each that once
understood, take care of many apparent differences. Many
are also differences of degree rather than kind.

Object designs fav.or simple taxonomies which are broad
and shallow. Even most proponents of multiple inheritance
agree that it should be used sparingly. By contrast,
ontologies often have very deep taxonomies and multiple
inheritance does not face the same caution.

Object design supports turning complex and important
relation into first class objects. The major object oriented
(OO) methodologies such as UML support early stages 
this design process as well by supporting named links in
addition to first class objects. There is however a sense
that this feature shotild be used sparingly - that each object
should still have state and behavior. An ontology has no
such restriction. In fact, many modem KR languages allow
for relations to acquire attributes without further
modification.

Overall, for efficiency both of execution and of design,
OO designers are much more sparing with the creation of
objects. Simple related concepts are often bundled
together in the same object if possible. Ontology designers
attempt to make all useful distinctions in separate concepts.

After adding the ACP grammar, it was necessary to
further specialize the design for an air force planning
application called JFACC (Logicon, 1997). Thirty-one
objects specific to JFACC were added to CPR. Because

the harmonization with ACP had already taken place and
because the JFACC design was also an object oriented
design, the harmonization with JFACC was much easier
than with ACP.

Intelligence Planning

The Intelligence portion of the Warplan is a harmonization
of CPR with the work of (Albericci 1997). This work adds
thirty-one objects to CPR. Significant areas of addition
include subclassing of Action to cover the five phases of
intelligence operations: direction, collection, processing,
production and dissemination. In addition, significant
subclasses were created for resource types and roles. Roles
in particular are significant for the intelligence area. CPR
follows a design choice of reifying roles when they are
present. While it would be possible to make roles
attributes of the entities that play a role, creating separate
concepts that relate that entity to a role object is very
powerful. Methods that operate on roles that are filled by
different entity types can be made more general. By
localizing information about the role in its object rather
than duplicating that information across entities,
modularity and reuse are improved. Another option would
be to utilize multiple inheritance but that would restrict the
implementation language. Since Java is the current choice
for implementation, that option was not feasible.

Logistics
This work adds detail about logical and physical resources
to CPR. It is based on the work of (Kumara 1997), (Smith
S.1996), and (Smith, D. 1996). The most significant
specializations are an elaboration of Resource types. The
first tier of specializations divides resources into a number
of mathematically or logically disjoint types:
ConsumableResource, ReusableResource, Synchonously-
ReusableResource, ExactCapacityResource, and
NonShareableResource. The next tier of specializations
relate some real world entities to their roles. These include
TransportationNode, Route, Transport and Driver-Pilot.

Implementation
The CPR design is now being implemented. There are
several goals to the effort. The first is to begin to make
available a reusable planning object library to the DARPA
community. By providing a set of tools that manipulate the
representation, we offer users a greater benefit than simply
providing a design on paper. By providing tools developed
with an "open systems" philosophy, it is hoped that many
groups can eventually contribute to its evolution. This
distributed development should greatly enhance the ability
of DARPA planning programs to interoperate and create
synergies that were not previously possible.

The second goal is to debug the representation. While the
design of CPR appears relatively stable after a year and a
half of work and several specialization exercises, it is quite
possible that further refinements remain. By distributing
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development to many groups, it is hoped that the
refinement will be rapid and productive.

Conclusions and Future Work

The domain independent and planning method independent
Core Plan Representation has proven to be an effective
basis for several domain dependent specializations. Future
work includes extending the current CPR implementation
to cover the design of the Warplan. Additionally, many
generic methods need to be added to the implementation.
These include generative and case-based planning. It is
hoped that the effort to add different planning methods will
help to verify that the design is independent of planning
method.
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